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"Last years SpellX was

incredible. My Papa was

here and he was my

biggest fan. I am so

thankful everyone

supports nonspeakers. I

am too excited to have

words. This year is my

first year without my

Papa so I want to honor

him. "

~ Peyton Culver, 

SpellX Presenter
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SpellX is Almost Here!
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 NEWSLETTER

Last years SpellX!

I-ASC is delighted to announce our 3rd annual SpellX! SpellX is 

a free online, salon-style event to share short passionate talks, 

poetry, presentations, and talents from nonspeaking, minimally speaking, and unreliably

speaking individuals who spell and type to communicate. SpellX will be presented on

Saturday, November 19th, in 6 “salons” spanning 6 geographical regions/time zones

making SpellX available to Spellerverse members worldwide. 

 

 

A big thanks to our Title Sponsor!
Kindred Communication provides virtual communication training and

resources to parents with nonspeaking or un-reliably speaking children

with autism. To learn more, visit www.gokindred.com



“SpellX connects spellers

worldwide and provides a

platform allowing so many

to tell their stories. Stories

are powerful individually

and collectively to

demonstrate how

widespread and similar is

the plight of nonspeakers.” 

~Ethan Nagy, NLC 
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When a speller is becoming dysregulated, it’s important to remember the

common thread that dysregulation holds for all of us. Because when it

comes down to it, the causes of dysregulation are a common and familiar

human experience. Each and every one of us has to get through our days.

As we try to do this, we might encounter any number of situations that can

cause us to feel various emotions ranging from worry, exhaustion,

boredom, joy, and even relief, just to name a few. 

So what happens when dysregulation occurs? What happens inside our

brains when we become overwhelmed, anxious, or stressed? Well,

dysregulation is a physiological process, and so it helps to understand the

parts of the brain that are involved: that is, the parts that are in control and

not in control: 

Starting with the upper area of the brain circled in orange is the Cortical

Area or “The Thinking Part of the Brain” this upper region is activated

when we feel in control and regulated. This part of the brain is involved in

planning and purposeful movement. When this part of the brain is active,

we can regulate or shift our thinking and behavior. 

THINKING THROUGH DYSREGULATION

Lakshmi Rao Sankar is a member of the Leadership Cadre at I-ASC.

She leads practitioner training cohorts with I-ASC, writes and

presents on core S2C foundations and techniques. Lakshmi is based

in NYC and has a practise in Spelling to Communicate. Lakshmi

provides spelling to communicate services to nonspeakers, as well

as parent and CRP coaching.

Debbie Spengler, MS, S2C Practitioner and I-ASC Leadership Cadre

from Southern California. She is attempting to transverse the wide

landscape of relationships in her life one day at a time. She believes

in the power of language & is always listening for ways to level up

her support!

Click Below to Keep Reading!



“It connects spellers

worldwide and provides a

platform allowing so

many to tell their stories.

Stories are powerful

individually and

collectively to

demonstrate how

widespread and similar is

the plight of nonspeakers.  

Great concept for

awareness but wish more

outside the Spellerverse

attended. ” 

~Noah Seback,  NLC

~Katlyn Billue

Motor Hack: Pill Swallowing

S2C Practitioner Katlyn Billue provides a helpful motor hack for swallowing

pills and medications!

Spellers and all individuals with apraxia and sensory-movement differences

often prefer instructions for the completion of motor actions broken down

into smaller steps. These step-by-step motor tasks are ideally practiced

frequently until the steps collectively become “automatic” and require little

to no planning before execution, which of course can be problematic. 

One way of adapting a motor task is by modifying the task with some

simple innovation – or a hack – making the execution of the action easier.

Our favourite type of hack is a tool or a prompt with VAKT (visual, auditory,

kinesthetic or tactile) properties that can be implemented as a standalone

action or within a chain of steps, and result in an effective modification to

the execution of a motor task.

When clever dyspraxic bodies discover some of these motor hacks, it is like

they are discovering GOLD! With this in mind, for our newest resource, I-

ASC will be sharing favourite motor hacks developed by spellers and

practitioners, giving these mighty hacks the MOTORIETY they deserve!

Check out more Motor Hacks!
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"So much work

went into this

and I

appreciate

every minute! I

am leaving

even more

inspired…

Thank you"

~Joy
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SPELLERS SPREAD THE WORD
AROUND THE WORLD!

From New Zealand to

Canada to the US, last

month the Spellers & Allies

Advocacy Network gave

presentations to music

therapists, autism

professionals, families and

other interested folks.

 

Help us spread the word by

inviting us to give a

presentation to a group in

your area! Email us at

spellers-allies@i-asc.org  

This month we are

continuing our campaign

to dispel common myths

and stereotypes regarding

nonspeakers.

 

Click the button below to

find out more about

Spellers and Allies and

dispelling myths! 
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UPCOMING EVENTS
“It was amazing to watch,

and see the huge

diversity of talent around

the world. I cried a lot

especially watching the

other presentations from

South African kids, and I

loved that the salon was

presented by a fellow

speller. After all the crying

I felt alive and uplifted for

the first time since my

Dad passed. It’s an honor

to be accepted for spellX

because I usually never

get picked for anything.” 

~Lazar Simovic, 

SpellX Presenter


